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Key insights about the data

• The Scottish rental market continued to perform strongly in the 
year to October 2017, with the average property let for £572 on a 
seasonally adjusted basis. This is 2.5% higher than the same point 
in 2016 and in line with last month, Your Move Scotland found.

• The average Scottish rent - not seasonally adjusted - was £575 
this month. This is marginally higher than September, when an 
average of £574 was recorded.

Highlands & Islands leads market once again

• The Highlands & Islands region continues to grow faster than 
any other in this survey, Your Move Scotland found.

• Prices here have increased by 6.4% in the last year, with the 
average property now being let for £613 per calendar month. In 
total, four of the five Scottish regions saw rents increase in the 
last year.

• Only the Glasgow & Clyde region saw prices drop back - 
falling 5.3% year-on-year. However, growth of 0.3% between 
September and October suggests this recent spell of price falls 
may be coming to an end.

• The Edinburgh & Lothians regions remain the most expensive in 
Scotland, with the average price standing at £669 per month.

• Landlords across Scotland must be prepared for the introduction 
of the Letting Agent Code of Practice from 31 January 2018. 

• Letting agents will be required to join a Register of Letting 
Agents and Your Move Scotland is urging all landlords and 
property investors to enquire with their current agent to ensure 
they will be compliant with the new rules.

• Letting agencies must have submitted an application to join the 
code of practice by 30 September 2018. From that point on, it 
will be a criminal offence to conduct letting agency work if you 
aren’t on the register. Those breaking the rules could face a fine 
of up to £50,000 and up to 6 months imprisonment. 

• These rules are intended to increase professionalism in the 
sector and make sure that agents are properly able to handle 
money received from both tenants and landlords.

• Ahead of the code of practice being introduced there will also be 
changes to new tenancies beginning from December 2017. All 
tenancies which commence from that point will be open-ended, 
meaning landlords will not be able to ask a tenant to leave after 
a fixed period.

• This is intended to provide a more stable environment for 
tenants, but also sets out specific circumstances in which 
landlords can remove problem tenants from their properties.

Quick Quotes 

Brian Moran, Lettings Director, Your Move Scotland comments:

• “As we approach the end of the year, the Scottish rental market 
continues to perform strongly when compared with other parts of the 
UK. With an average return of 4.8%, landlords have been rewarded 
with good returns throughout 2017.”

• “Yet landlords need to be aware that some key legislation changes 
are on the horizon and they should be making sure that their letting 
agency will be compliant with the new rules. 

• “Changes to legislation means landlords will be required to register 
new leases in line with the Private Residential Tenancy by the 1st 
of December. This will not affect landlords with live Short Assured 
Tenancy Agreements as these leases will remain the same until 
either party gives notices or it runs to its natural end date. The Letting 
Agent Code of Practice also launches in the new year, which means 
landlords should start preparing for these changes in good time.”

Fast Facts

• Average rent increases 2.5% in the past year
• Key legislation changes on the horizon next month
• Yield levels remain at impressive 4.8%
• Highlands and Islands enjoys fastest rent rises

Positive performance continues in Scottish rental market
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Key findings at a glance

Monthly rents in October: 
By region
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Key insights about the data

Investors rewarded with fine performance

• Rent rises across much of Scotland helped keep landlord 
returns stable in October 2017, Your Move Scotland found.

• The average yield was 4.8% this month, the same as during 
September but lower than the 5% figure recorded at the same 
point in 2016.

• These returns compare impressively with England and Wales, 
where the average yield was 4.4% this month. On a regional 
basis, only the North East (5.1%) and North West (5%) have 
outperformed the Scottish average.

Financial picture remains positive

• Across all regions of Scotland 10.5% of tenancies were recorded 
as having arrears of one day or more during October 2017, Your 
Move Scotland found.

• While this is slightly higher than the 10% found a month ago, it 
is well below the 16.6% recorded in July and the 18.3% seen in 
June.

• On an absolute basis, the number of households in serious 
arrears - defined as two months or more - was 7,439 this month.

• The methodology used to calculate figures in this report is 
created and reviewed in partnership with Cebr. It is based on 
analysis of Your Move’s rental properties across Scotland.

Links, Downloads & Images

For more information, images, downloads including the full report, visit :
https://www.your-move.co.uk/media-centre

@yourmove_uk

The methodology used to calculate figures in this report is created and reviewed in partnership with Cebr. It is based on analysis of Your Move’s rental 
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